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i imagine he tries to make money, so i ask howmuch. are you getting any money? his cheeks redden.
shes more of a content creator than anything. hes inspired by thesensual scenericallike, i know hes
inspired by the content ive seen, i know hes inspired by the ones hes been able to make. but that
doesnt really make me any money. i guess if i want tomake more money, i should focus on it. hes

more of a passionate person than a commercial marketer. notch down. i feel a little sad when i learn
that isaacs isnt making money anymore, but i dont think thats why im glad he ended up where hes

at. in the last paragraph of his blog, isaacs shares a heartrending post about depression and goes on
to thank the many people who helped him climb out of the hole he had sunk himself into when he

lost all that money. i ask isaacs what he thinks of the concept of the reaction video. no one asked me
if thats how i wanted to make a living, he says. i want to be a filmmaker first. if this becomes a way
of living for me, then i cansee why people would be inspired by it. its a really healthy way to make

money, but its not like i want to do it for my healthcare. its just a hobby. who knows. i could wake up
tomorrowand it could be the end of what i do. for now, it just makes me happy.  signs are easy to

miss in the digital age. their signals can be diffused and pulverized by profiteers. yet somehow the
presence of the obscure message 2g1c during the highest period of our collective visibility - and you
guys were looking - failed to register. as long as the bottom line for the porn industry is to upload it
to porn sites or post it to stock photo sites and pay people to watch it, the prospect of widespread

outrage wonve been a threat to their bottom line. we were a data store for them, a magnet for
record-breaking traffic with a potential audience of millions. but when all they had to do was

apologize for "confusing" it, their tone suggested that it was old news. there was no real harm
caused to their brand; they could continue along their line of deception.

2 Girls 1 Cup 1 Finger

youtube is how latifas and karla wound up on a flat screen in a basement in winnipeg, helping to
define a new generation of reactions in the process. but its also how they wound up 2 girls 1 cup, by
way of an obscure website called oldporn.com. and theres little doubt that the internet archive would
have saved their videos, just as it saved the 2g1c clip. if we want to preserve the legacy of 2g1c, we
should want the internet archive to save 2 girls 1 cup. theres no way to see 2 girls 1 cup as anything
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but evidence of the girls own empowerment. isaacs grasped this and the two became a dream team.
theirs is the only explicit video of two women in loving and violent embrace. latifa and karla play like
two six-year-olds, cutting through each others clothes like scissorfighters. at no point do they break

eye contact, their expressions a spectrum of wantonness. its as though the two of them were
collectively enraged by their peers, by the world, and they carried this rage into the bedroom. theyre
agro and playful, and their panting and gasping turn lustful, as they wrestle over each others nipples

and lick their fluids off their fingers. they want to be loved, and the way they love, theyre no
different than any other two people who make a habit of latching on to each other. one, a cub, the
other a lioness. just like all the rest. lets be real about what this is. at its core, this is pure fiction, a

piece of performance art. and of course, thats the point. it was a harmless stunt, one latifa and karla
uploaded to show how open-minded they are to the new digital possibilities that werent there before.

they werent being paid. they didnt intend to do anything with it. and yet, were they not aware of
how much more they could have been doing with this in terms of promotion and marketing? were

they unaware of the commercial potentials in the fact that theyre using their real names? were they
unaware of the implications of sharing these videos with their friends? were they unaware of how

these videos would be perceived by future employers? this was intentional and deliberate, and you
can even read it as a form of self-education; when latifa and karla were uploading these videos to
their myspace page in 2007, they were dabbling in the possibilities of the next few years, and they

knew it. but, because 2 girls 1 cup is a fun little lark, theyre determined to keep it that way. and they
did, for years. 5ec8ef588b
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